Evidence for structural differences in the S domain of L in comparison with S protein of hepatitis B virus.
The structures of the large (L), middle (M) and small (S) versions of the envelope proteins of hepatitis B virus remain poorly characterized due to the complex nature of their conformations. Several groups have proposed transmembrane topological models depicting the lumenally and cytosolically disposed regions of these proteins. Recently, post-translational topological changes in L have been described. However, no overall differences in the topology of the S domains of the L or M, to the S protein are predicted. In this report, we investigated a previously uncharacterized anti-S monoclonal antibody (MAb), 6B1, which recognizes a conformation-sensitive epitope in S. Unlike other anti-S MAbs tested, this MAb did not recognize its epitope in the S domain of L protein. Interestingly, however, the M protein was efficiently recognized. This unique characteristic of MAb 6B1 has allowed us to study the intracellular distribution of L and S proteins. In cells expressing both L and S, L re-localized from the endoplasmic reticulum-Golgi intermediate compartment (ERGIC) to the membrane-associated distribution of S protein indicating that L and S interact with each other. This was confirmed by immunoprecipitation assays, which also showed that the interaction between L and S results in the secretion of L protein from cells. Overall, the ability of MAb 6B1 to selectively recognize S and M, but not L, strongly points to the existence of significant topological differences in the S domain of L. The availability of this important reagent should help further our understanding of the structure of HBV surface antigens.